Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, November 18, 2016
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:00 am Mountain/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Erin Posthumus (NCO), Tallie Segel (BEMP), Patric Harper (GCPT), Carly
Rekosh (GCPT)
Welcome to Patric, Carly, and Tallie
- Format/purpose of these calls – to engage network coordinators in conversations relevant to implementing NN at
their site or in their region
- Monthly calls, switching to bimonthly calls perhaps next year.
- Listserv another venue for sharing info and asking questions. Please consider posting to it
- We may also open these calls up to new Phenology Project Leaders (those in the LPL course, not just network
leaders)
Celebrate an achievement!
- Patric – GCPT now has a coordinator! Welcome to Carly! They’ve gone around to meet some folks and people
are excited about the opportunity of the project. Talking about getting volunteers together soon to talk about next
steps, etc.
- Gulf Coast and Rio Grande Trails started slightly differently, Rio Grande started with one Refuge and built out by
making partnerships and Gulf Coast started with a workshop including partners/stakeholders.
- Tallie is excited to be back doing NN projects – she was previously at the Botanic Garden in Abq and worked on
NN there. Now is with BEMP (Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program) and is working as a coordinator for the
whole project. New role works well with other monitoring projects that BEMP is working on.
- Tallie- school in Las Cruces that will set up several sites for students to do monitoring. BEMP coordinator (Ruby)
in that town is getting the NN monitoring going and it will be a good pilot for understanding and sharing ideas for
how to get this kind of project going. Jornada Range down there has some species we could add (SW Season
Trackers Campaign) has a list of species that they are monitoring so that they could also monitor those at the
school if available. Erin will send Tallie the info for the campaign so she can share it.
Discussion Topics: How to “nudge” volunteers to collect and enter their data. Keeping their spirits and interest up when
this is year round.
- Good volunteer management practices are key. Social events, creating sense of community, really managing the
group of people whom you wish to engage
- Plug into some of the info that the NCO offers – we provide campaigns and info related to them as a method of
keeping people involved in the data
- Scientific questions are great ways to engage folks – campaigns have them but also thinking of simple scientific
questions locally as well – doesn't have to be complicated
- Building community worked really well at the Botanic Garden in Albuquerque. Also helps keep them accountable.
They actually have a fairly small number of people and have great quality. Have also had a lot of diversity of
expertise. Many botanic gardens have come to the same conclusion. Think about how you want to meet the goals
for the project – could still have both a dedicated person or group of people collecting data
- Ideas for communicating how they found success – videos 5 minutes or less! Some groups like FWS still have
webinars.

Pending discussion topics:
- How to “nudge” volunteers to collect and enter their data. Keeping their spirits and interest up when this is year
round (continued)
- Our Honorary Local Phenology Leader Certification Program (and the Local Phenology Leader Certification
Program)
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-

Phenology advanced training topics (continued)
Ideas for keeping volunteers engaged in phenology monitoring year round

Thanks everyone! Happy Thanksgiving! Talk to you next month!
Meeting Adjourned – 11:58 am Mountain/AZ time.
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